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bstract

Treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and the discovery of promising drug candidates depend on early diagnosis. Few currently available
iagnostic tests have significantly improved this early uncertainty, while the “gold standard” diagnosis continues to require clinical dementia in
ife and the presence of pathologic brain lesions of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the brain at autopsy. Here, the inflammatory
gonist bradykinin, a small nano-peptide, that induces PKC-mediated phosphorylation of Erk1 and Erk2 in fibroblasts, was applied to punch-
iopsy-obtained human skin fibroblasts. Quantitative imaging of the phosphorylated Erk1 and Erk2 bands was then used in a ratio that is
athematically configured into an AD-Biomarker Index (AD-Index). In the population described here (N = 264), there were 64 autopsy

xaminations. Demented individuals were clinically diagnosed as AD with an overall accuracy of 78%. Among the 42 autopsy-confirmed
ases for which there were also AD-Biomarker measurements, the overall accuracy of the AD-Biomarker was 98%. Among both the autopsy-
onfirmed and the clinically diagnosed patients, the AD-Index values were inversely correlated with the duration of disease, i.e., the time
rom the onset of dementia symptoms. Among the autopsy-confirmed cases, the AD-Biomarker diagnosis showed remarkably high sensitivity
97%) and specificity (100%) compared to clinical diagnosis (sensitivity: 78% and specificity: 20%). Using autopsy validation, the clinical
iagnosis was only accurate at 52% level vs. the AD-Biomarker accuracy of 100% for cases with dementia not larger than 4 years of duration.
inally, application of soluble A�1–42 to the fibroblasts of normal controls induced the abnormal AD-Biomarker phenotype, suggesting the

athophysiologic relevance of this AD-Biomarker measurement. In summary, the AD-Biomarker, as confirmed by autopsy validation, showed
ignificantly higher sensitivity and specificity than did clinical diagnosis, particularly at early stages of disease, and pathophysiological
elevance was demonstrated for the mechanistic basis of the AD-Biomarker measurements.

2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

PKC signaling deficits have been implicated in
lzheimer’s disease (AD) by pathologic changes in the
rains and peripheral tissues of patients with dementia and

he characteristic plaques and tangles (Masliah et al., 1991;
tcheberrigaray et al., 1993, 1994; Govoni et al., 1993).
uch PKC signaling deficits have been further implicated
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y AD-specific changes of PKC regulated K+ channels,
D-specific reduction of PKC isozymes by A� (Favit et

l., 1998), enhanced phosphorylation of Erk1/2 induced
y bradykinin-stimulated PKC (Zhao et al., 2002), and
D-specific reductions of PP2A (Zhao et al., 2003). Fur-

hermore, the potent PKC activator, bryostatin 1, was shown
o ameliorate increased levels of A�, and decreased sur-
ival of double transgenic mice for the Swedish and London
utations in the amyloid precursor protein (APP) gene
Etcheberrigaray et al., 2004). Finally, PKC signaling deficits
an account for the characteristic loss of recent memory in
D, given the demonstration of memory-specific activation
f endogenous PKC in a variety of brain regions specific to
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iverse animal models of associative memory (Alkon et al.,
007).

Based on this accumulated evidence for the involvement
f PKC signaling deficits in AD, we analyzed here the rela-
ionship of a PKC-based biomarker (the AD-Biomarker) to
utopsy-confirmed and clinically confirmed cases of AD as
ell as the potential role of A� in generating diagnostic

hanges of AD in peripheral tissues such as skin fibroblasts.
Memory loss as well as cognitive impairment revealed

y standardized neuropsychological tests such as the “Mini-
ental” questionnaire, in the absence of other neurologic

nd/or psychiatric signs and symptoms help make an initial
iagnosis of AD. This clinical diagnosis of AD becomes more
ertain with years of disease progression and further com-
romise of cognitive functions, particularly those involving
emory. However, it is universally agreed that the current

gold standard” for making a diagnosis of AD consists of
ementia in life and the presence of pathologic brain lesions
f amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the brain at
utopsy.

The recent development of biomarkers for AD can be
ategorized into three classes: (i) biochemical measures of
otal tau, hyperphosphorylated tau (p-tau) and A� as cere-
rospinal fluid (CSF) biomarkers, (ii) biophysical imaging
f brain (positron emission tomography (PET)), magnetic
esonance imaging (MRI), functional MRI, etc., and (iii)
eripheral biomarkers using blood, skin samples and amy-
oid deposition in peripheral tissues. The diagnostic potential
f levels of total tau, p-tau and A�1–42 as biomarkers for AD
as been studied extensively in CSF (Zetterberg et al., 2003;
ahlund and Blennow, 2003; Sunderland et al., 2003). In

ivo brain amyloid plaque imaging by Pittsburgh compound
(PIB) with PET was found to be a promising biomarker

or AD (Klunk et al., 2004). PIB enters into the brain rapidly
within ∼2 min) after intravenous injection and binds amy-
oid plaques at very low concentration (∼nM), and clears
apidly from brain.

Combination of biomarkers should provide better perfor-
ance. An inverse relation between in vivo amyloid load

maging by the Pittsburgh compound B-positron emission
omography (PiB-PET) and CSF A�1–42 was obtained (Fagan
t al., 2006). The latter has been found to serve as antecedent
iomarker of AD. Using a combined test based on evidence
hat high p-tau and low A�1–42 levels in the CSF correlated
ith PET imaging studies improved (95% sensitivity and
3% specificity) the diagnosis of AD (Hansson et al., 2006).
t has been shown that longitudinal CSF and MRI biomarkers
mprove the diagnosis of MCI (mildly cognitive impairment)
atients (de Leon et al., 2006).

Generally AD is considered a central nervous system
CNS) disease, however, numerous biological tissues other
han CNS, have been reported to be affected. These peripheral

bnormalities found in blood cells, skin fibroblasts, periph-
ral vessels, and the lenses of eyes. Peripheral inflammatory
ytokines in blood (Guerreiro et al., 2007; Ray et al., 2007)
nd p-tau and A� from blood plasma (Irizarry, 2004) have

n
(
A
p
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lso shown some initial promise as biomarkers for AD.
bnormal cytosolic A� deposition in eye lenses in AD has
een reported (Goldstein et al., 2003). C-reactive protein and
omocysteine levels with low A�1–40 and A�1–42 were found
o be interesting for peripheral AD-Biomarker (Davis et al.,
007; Locascio et al., 2008).

Several peripheral biomarkers have been tested from
ur laboratories, particularly in skin fibroblasts. These have
nvolved human fibroblast K+ channels (Etcheberrigaray et
l., 1993, 1994), PKC isozymes (Govoni et al., 1993; Favit
t al., 1998), Ca2+ signaling (Ito et al., 1994), and MAP
inase Erk1/2 phosphorylation (Zhao et al., 2002). In the
+ channel test, a particular 113pS channel appeared less

requently in AD patients and A�1–40 impaired this same
hannel (Etcheberrigaray et al., 1994). Similarly, it was also
hown that A�1–42 secretion was elevated from fibroblasts
f familial AD (FAD) patients vs. controls (Scheuner et al.,
996). More recently, a new internally controlled MAP kinase
D-Biomarker revealed AD-specific differences of an Erk1/2
hosphorylation ratio in response to the natural inflamma-
ory agonist and PKC activator, bradykinin (Khan and Alkon,
006).

The PKC isozymes �, �, and � have been implicated in
ctivating �-secretase, increasing the non-toxic soluble amy-
oid precursor protein (s-APP�), and, indirectly reducing the
oxic A�, the degradation product of �-secretase-mediated
leavage of APP. MAP kinase Erk1/2 has also been reported
o be an endogenous negative regulator of �-secretase activity
Kim et al., 2006).

Values of Erk1 and Erk2 were found to be abnormal in
revious observations of AD brains. A study by Veeranna et
l. (2004) found that calpains are activated in AD brains in
ssociation with phosphorylated Erk1 and Erk2. After mea-
uring two bands separately they found a relative increase of
ntensities of the phosphorylated Erk1 band as compared to
he same phosphorylated Erk2 for AD brains but not in age-

atched control brains. Furthermore, we previously found
radykinin (BK)-induced abnormalities of Erk1 and Erk2
hosphorylation in cultured skin fibroblasts from AD patients
n comparison to control cases (Zhao et al., 2002).

The report examines the AD-Biomarker in an expanded
opulation in relation to clinical diagnosis as well as
n relation to autopsy diagnosis. Autopsy validation con-
rmed high clinical and AD-Biomarker diagnostic accuracy
or pure AD cases for patients with more than 4 years
f disease symptoms, while for early stage patients (i.e.,
4 years disease duration), and for patients with co-
orbidity, only the AD-Biomarker showed high diagnostic

ccuracy.
In addition, for familial AD patients, skin fibroblasts

howed enhanced secretion of A�1–42 (Scheuner et al.,
996), while AD-specific reduction of specific K+ chan-

els were induced by A�1–40 in normal human fibroblasts
Etcheberrigaray et al., 1994). For these reasons, we applied
�1–42 to the normal fibroblasts to assess its impact on Erk1/2
hosphorylation. The pathophysiologic relevance of this
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Sample sources, number of cases and their diagnoses are

all illustrated in Tables 1A and 1B. Tissue-banked fibrob-
last samples were first obtained from non-demented controls,
clinically diagnosed AD patients, and clinically diagnosed

Table 1A
Patient population and diagnoses (sample source: Johns Hopkins University
and its affiliated centers; number of patients = 264)

Category of patients Number of patients

Clinically confirmed AD patients 159
Clinically confirmed non-AD dementia patients 91
Healthy control cases (without heart disease, arthritis,

cancer and no family history of AD)
14

Control cases with family history of AD (these cases
were not within the total 264 pool)

16

Autopsy-confirmed patients (these patients were within the total 264 pool)
T.K. Khan, D.L. Alkon / Neuro

eripheral AD-Biomarker was tested by following A�1–42-
nduced abnormalities of the AD-Biomarker.

. Experiments

.1. Materials

Bradykinin (molecular weight, 1060.2) was obtained from
albiochem (San Diego, CA). Erk1/2 (MAPK) and phospho-
44/p42 Erk1/2 antibodies from rabbit were purchased from
pstate Cell Signaling solution (Lake Placid, NY) and Cell
ignaling Technology (Danvers, MA), respectively. Tau AT8
onoclonal antibody was purchased from Pierce Biotech-

ology, Inc. (Rockford, IL). Secondary anti-rabbit with
eroxy-conjugation was obtained from The Jackson Lab-
ratories (Bar Harbor, ME). Biotinylated anti-mouse and
nti-rabbit secondary antibodies and HRP-conjugated avidin
ere obtained from Ventana (Ventana Medical Systems,
ucson, AZ). Amyloid beta (A�1–42) was obtained from
merican Peptide Company (Sunnyvale, CA).

.2. Background for clinical diagnosis

Patients were recruited from the general pool of patients
f speciality memory/AD clinics at Johns Hopkins Univer-
ity and its affiliated centers. Clinical diagnoses were made
ccording to criteria developed by the National Institute of
eurologic and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the
D and related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA).
or the clinical diagnosis of AD, only “Probable AD” cases
ere considered as AD. Patients who met criteria for a clinical
iagnosis of “Possible AD” were excluded from this study.
n a double-blind framework (i.e., clinicians were blind to
he scientists who made the AD-Biomarker measurements
nd vice-versa), patients reported for evaluation with a com-
laint of “memory loss” or related dementia symptoms such
s “confusion” or “inappropriate judgment”. There were no
re-determined selection criteria for enrollment other than
he occurrence of some symptom(s) of dementia.

.2.1. Autopsy diagnosis
An autopsy registry was created and neuropathological

xaminations were conducted upon death. The pathological
iagnosis of AD was conducted according to the Consortium
o Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD)
Mirra et al., 1991). These criteria have been the most widely
sed for the pathological diagnosis of AD in the U.S. and
broad, and are based on the semi-quantitative assessment of
he density of neuritic plaques on silver-stained sections from
arious neocortical regions.

For the purpose of clinical–pathological correlation, we

sed the consensus recommendations for the post-morterm
iagnosis of AD from the National Institute on Aging and
he Reagan Working Group on diagnostic criteria for the neu-
opathological assessment of AD (Hyman and Trojanowski,
of Aging 31 (2010) 889–900 891

997). Those recommendations were taken in concert with
he CERAD neuritic plaque score and the neurofibrillary
raak score to express a likelihood (low, intermediate, or
igh) that the Alzheimer’s lesions account for the dementia
n the patient.

Further details of the autopsy protocol were as follows:
uring the post-mortem examination the brain was removed
nd fixed in 10% buffered formalin. A sample of the frontal
ole was frozen and kept at −80 ◦C. Following two weeks
f fixation, the brain was cut into 1-cm coronal slabs. Tissue
amples for histology were taken from the cerebral cortex in
ach lobe, entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala, basal
anglia, thalamus, brain stem and cerebellum. These tissues
ere processed, embedded in paraffin, and cut at 10 �m

hickness. Sections were stained with hematoxylin–eosin and
irano silver method, a modification of the Bielchowsky
ethod (Yamamoto and Hirano, 1986). Selected sections
ere immunostained for �-synuclein for the assessment of
ewy bodies and neurites, and for phosphorylated tau for the
valuation of neurofibrillary changes.

The assessment of neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tan-
les was conducted primarily on silver stains (Braak and
raak, 1991). We used immunostains for tau, however, to
omplement the observations on silver stains and to solve
ccasional questions. Dementia with Lewy bodies were dis-
inguished by examination of the substantia nigra and locus
oeruleus with H&E stains plus �-synuclein immunostains.
au immunostains were conducted with Tau AT monoclonal
ntibody with a 1:50 dilution using biotinylated secondary
nd HRP-conjugated avidin–biotin complex as tertiary. If AD
athology was identified in the autopsy brain, a diagnosis of
D was considered to have been made with or without the
resence of co-existing morbidity due to other neuropatho-
ogical diseases such as that of Parkinson’s disease/Dementia
ith Lewy bodies, etc.

.2.2. Patient populations
Autopsy-confirmed AD patients 64
Autopsy-confirmed AD patients mixed with other
dementia

12

Autopsy-confirmed non-AD dementia patients 4
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Table 1B
Patient population and diagnoses (sample source: Coriell Cell Repository
(Camden, NJ); number of patients = 31)

Category of patients Number of patients

Clinically confirmed AD patients 10
Clinically confirmed non-AD dementia patients 11
Age-matched control cases 10
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utopsy-confirmed patients (these patients belong to total 31 pool)
Autopsy-confirmed AD patients 2
Autopsy-confirmed non-AD dementia patients 1

on-AD patients from the Coriell Cell Repository (Camden,
J). Coriell Cell Repository (N = 31) patients included AD,
C (age-matched controls) and non-AD dementia. The AD
roup included 5 familial AD cases, and 2 autopsy-confirmed
ases and the remaining cases were sporadic, i.e., late onset,
n nature. The Erk1/2 phosphorylation ratio was first tested
n these Coriell Cell Repository samples before testing the
amples that were freshly obtained from the clinic.

Clinically obtained samples were originally collected
nder contract from multiple hospital clinics in a study of an
arlier BRNI (Blanchette Rockefeller Neurosciences Insti-
ute) biomarker (Zhao et al., 2002). The electronic images of
he gels after Western blot from cell lysates after bradykinin
timulation/non-stimulation that were obtained from the ear-
ier study were then made available to BRNI for the present
tudy (sample sources: The Johns Hopkins University and
ffiliated centers). The images were available for a total of
59 patients who received the clinical diagnosis of AD, a
otal of 91 patients who received the clinical diagnosis of
on-AD dementia (non-ADD, some form of dementia other
han AD; such as Parkinson’s disease, dementia with Lewy
odies, vascular dementia, frontotemporal dementia, etc.),
nd 14 age-matched healthy control patients (non-demented
atients with no cancer, heart disease, arthritis, stroke and no
amily history of AD, and a mini-mental score of more than
7). Punch-biopsy samples were obtained from the upper
rm, lower back, periumbilical area, or inner aspect of the
high of patients. Of these 264 clinically obtained samples, a
otal of 64 also received an autopsy-validated diagnosis based
n CERAD pathologic criteria. Not all data were available for
very patient. Unavailability of one value (e.g., disease dura-
ion, AD-Biomarker value, etc.) occurred at random and for
ifferent reasons, such as lack of record keeping, loss of sam-
les, etc. However, all data that were available for all patients
ere included, i.e., without selection, for all comparisons.

.3. Biopsies and cell culture

Skin fibroblasts were taken from two different sources:
A) fresh-taken skin fibroblasts within the registry described
bove, and (B) banked skin fibroblasts from the Coriell Insti-

ute for Medical Research (Camden, NJ). The collection
nd culture of fibroblasts from freshly obtained skin tissue
ere performed as follows: punch-biopsy skin tissue sam-
les from AD, non-AD dementia patients, and age-matched

d
p
n
p

of Aging 31 (2010) 889–900

ontrols were obtained by qualified personnel at the Cop-
er Ridge Institute (Sykesville, MD) and Johns Hopkins
ospital (Baltimore, MD). Clinical evaluation and skin biop-

ies were performed at the same time. All patients (or their
epresentatives) signed informed consent forms. The Institu-
ional Review Board at Johns Hopkins University approved
he procedure as part of an ongoing research protocol. The
uter keratinous layer of the skin tissue (biopsy sample) was
emoved after thorough rinsing with cold saline solution. The
emaining part of the tissue was minced into small pieces
∼1 mm). The pieces were kept in T-25 (25 cm2) cell culture
asks. A few hours were allowed for the cells to adhere to

he surface of the culture flasks. Three millilitres of DMEM
ulture solution containing 45% fetal bovine serum (FBS)
nd penicillin/streptomycin were carefully added into the
ask and placed in a 5% CO2 and 37 ◦C incubator for 3
ays. After 3 days, 5 mL of additional culture media were
dded. All flasks were regularly examined and after 7–10 days
hey became confluent. Cells were trypsinized and expanded
ccording to their number. The total number of cell passages
as not allowed to exceed 16.
Banked fibroblasts from AD patients and age match con-

rols were maintained and cultured in T25/T75 culture flasks
ith DMEM culture medium containing 10% FBS. The total
umber of cell passages was not allowed to exceed 16.

.4. Western blot analysis

Confluent (90–100%) skin fibroblasts cells in T25 cul-
ure flasks were used for the actual bradykinin treatment.
he regular culture medium was first removed and washed

hree times with DMEM medium without serum. The cells
ere kept serum-deprived for 16 h. A 10 nM BK challenge
as conducted for 10 min (BK+). For each patient, three
airs of BK and vehicle (DMSO, without BK, BK−) sam-
les were measured. After the treatment, the medium was
emoved and washed five times with cold 1× PBS (4 ◦C)
n the ice. The flasks were then placed on dry ice/ethanol
or 30 min. Homogenization buffer (100 mM Tris, pH 7.4,
50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5% NP-40,
% Triton X-100, 1% protease inhibitor mixture, 1% phos-
hatase inhibitor cocktails) was then added. The flasks were
laced on an end-to-end rocker at 4 ◦C. After 30 min, cell
xtracts were collected with a cell scraper and sonicated three
imes on the ice and put on ice for 30 min. Cell lysates were
entrifuged at 14,000 rpm (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5417R;
rinkman Instruments, Westbury, NY) for 20 min. The super-
atant was collected as a cell lysate. Total protein assay
as conducted using a standard BSA protein assay pro-

ocol. Cell lysates were mixed with equal volumes of 2×
DS sample buffer and boiled for 10 min. The resulting
ocktails were loaded on 4–20% minigradient gels to con-

uct electrophoresis and this was followed by transfer of the
rotein onto a nitrocellulose membrane. After blocking the
on-specific binding with nonfat milk for 1 h at room tem-
erature, the blots were incubated with antibodies for total
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Fig. 1. Representative gels for Western blot analysis of autopsy-confirmed
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and non-AD dementia (non-ADD) patients: skin
fibroblasts cells were taken by biopsy and grown to 90–100% confluency.
Serum starved cells were treated with bradykinin (BK+) and vehicle (without
b −
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the patient was considered to have a non-AD dementia. The
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radykinin, BK ) for 10 min and P-Erk was measured by phospho-specific
rk antibody.

hospho-Erk1/2 measurements at 4 ◦C for 16 h. Blots were
ashed and the phospho-Erk signal was detected by ECL
sing anti-rabbit secondary antibodies from Jackson Labo-
atories and recorded on film. Blots were then stripped with
tripping buffer and probed with the anti-Erk antibody and
ignals were recorded as above. Signal intensity was recorded
ith a BioRad densitometer. For bradykinin-treated AD cells

BK+), both the P-Erk1 and P-Erk2 were elevated compared
o untreated cells, but not for non-AD dementia patients
Fig. 1). The AD-Biomarker Index (AD-Index, see Eq. (A))

as determined from such densitometric measurements of
-Erk1 and P-Erk2 (with and without BK stimulation) for
ll available skin fibroblasts from both CAVEAT and Coriell
ell Repository patients.

s
p
b
a

able 2A
D-Biomarker and clinical diagnosis of autopsy-validated pure AD patients

D# Age/sex Disease duration (years) AD-Index

24 81M 2 0.12
27 80F – 0.03
42 80F 9 0.01
45 82F – 0.05
68 83M 6 0.11
89 87M 11 0.05
94 92F 2 0.04
99 93F 11 0.24
04 63F 6 0.04
10 81F 0 0.13
11 91F 7 0.02
15 76M 7 0.07
21 89F 4 0.07
50 78F 20 0.10
65 71F 6 0.005
39 80F 6 0.05
47 57F 5 0.01
05 93M 10 0.05
21 83F 8 0.06
96 87M 10 0.05
43 81M 4 0.06
98 86F 6 0.09
97 86M 5 −0.07
00 73F 7 0.07
24 84F 7 0.12

orrectly diagnosed (%): AD-Biomarker diagnosis, 24/25 → 96%; clinical diagnos
of Aging 31 (2010) 889–900 893

.5. Data analysis

Clinical studies, autopsies and AD-Biomarker measure-
ents were all performed at different locations and were

nknown to the workers at each location (double blind).
trip densitometric analysis was conducted with software
eveloped by BRNI (Dr. Tom Nelson, Blanchette Rock-
feller Neurosciences Institute) to measure the intensities
f specific bands from the images. Total intensity of
rk and P-Erk1 and P-Erk2 was measured separately.
he ratios of P-Erk1 to P-Erk2 in the presence of BK

BK+) and in the absence of BK (BK−) were calcu-
ated separately. Values for P-Erk1 and P-Erk2 for each
atient were measured in the same lane of the same gel,
sing the same antibody. In this way, sources of varia-
ion were internally controlled. From these measurements
n Alzheimer’s disease Index (AD-Index) was calculated as
ollows:

D-Index =
[

p-Erk1

p-Erk2

]BK+

−
[

p-Erk1

p-Erk2

]BK−

(A)

If the AD-Index became positive, the patient was consid-
ensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative
redictive value were determined by a decision matrix test
oth for AD-Biomarker and clinical diagnosis patients with
utopsy confirmation.

AD-Biomarker diagnosis Clinical diagnosis Autopsy data

AD Non-ADD AD
AD AD AD
AD Non-ADD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD Non-ADD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD
Non-AD AD AD
AD AD AD
AD AD AD

is, 22/25 → 88%.
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Table 2B
AD-Biomarker and clinical diagnosis of autopsy-validated mixed-AD patients

ID# Age Disease duration
(years)

AD-Index AD-Biomarker
diagnosis

Clinical diagnosis
(MMSEa)

Autopsy data primary
diagnosis/secondary diagnosis

18 88F – 0.07 AD AD AD/LBD
83 84F 7 0.01 AD AD (9) AD/VD

114 79F 14 0.03 AD AD AD/PD
139 77F 6 0.04 AD AD (6) AD/VD
142 76F 4 0.02 AD Non-ADD (15) PD/AD
154 74M 6 0.11 AD Non-ADD (16) AD/LBD
237 89F 4 0.04 AD AD AD/LBD
281 69M 3 0.02 AD PD (20) PD/AD
283 81M 3 0.02 AD Non-ADD (27) PD/AD
461 78M 4 0.21 AD AD (2) AD/LBD
510 60M Months 0.035 AD AD AD/VD
5
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13 83M 3 0.02 AD

orrectly diagnosed (%): AD-Biomarker diagnosis, 12/12 → 100%; clinica
a MMSE: mini-mental score.

.6. Aβ1–42 treatment

Fibroblast cell lines from six control patients were treated
ith 1.0 �M A�1–42 (in DMEM culture medium with 10%
BS), for 16 h in 5% CO2 and 37 ◦C incubator after reach-

ng 90–100% confluence. After the 16 h of incubation with
.0 �M A�1–42, the medium was removed and washed three
imes with regular culture medium without serum and kept
or 16 h. After that bradykinin stimulation/non-stimulation
BK+/BK−) experiment was conducted followed by AD-
ndex measurement as described above.

. Results

.1. Performance of AD-Biomarker and clinical
iagnoses validated with autopsy data

For autopsy-confirmed pure AD (Table 2A) cases the
erformance of the AD-Biomarker was remarkably high
96% accuracy for AD-Biomarker, and 88% accuracy for
linical diagnosis, respectively). However, the accuracy of
linical diagnosis (67%) was quite low compared to the AD-
iomarker (100%) for patients who had AD mixed with other

ementias (Table 2B). When clinical diagnosis alone, i.e., in
he absence of autopsy validation, was used to validate the
D-Biomarker diagnosis of AD, there was an overall agree-
ent of 82%. The agreement was slightly greater (85%) for

t
(
t
1

able 2C
D-Biomarker and clinical diagnosis of autopsy-validated non-AD dementia patien

D# Age Disease duration (years) AD-Index AD-B

31 81F 6 −0.07 Non-A
49 74M 3 −0.02 Non-A
69 85M 8 −0.02 Non-A
22 79M 8 −0.12 Non-A
G08395 85F 2 −0.02 Non-A

orrectly diagnosed (%): AD-Biomarker diagnosis, 5/5 → 100%; clinical diagnosi
a MMSE: mini-mental score.
b Other: taupathy, frontotemporal dementia, vascular dementia, motor neuron dis
Non-ADD (11) AD/PD

sis, 8/12 → 67%.

D after 4 years vs. before 4 years (80%) from the time
f symptom’s onset. Clinical diagnosis often agreed with
he AD-Biomarker positive diagnosis of AD, but this was
requently not true with non-AD dementia. Among the five
utopsy-confirmed non-AD dementia patients, clinical diag-
osis was able to only detect one accurately, whereas the
D-Biomarker detected all five cases (Table 2C). From our

egistry we had 64 patients that had clinical as well as autopsy
ata. There were 42 patients that had all three types of infor-
ation, e.g., AD-Biomarker diagnosis, clinical diagnosis and

utopsy data. The performance of the clinical diagnosis on
4 autopsy-confirmed patients was moderate (78%) and was
uite comparable with other clinical studies. The patients
f Fig. 2 were based on Table 2, although the numbers of
atients were not equal, because the disease duration, and/or
ymptom duration were not available for all patients.

.2. Performance of AD-Biomarker for the healthy
on-demented control sub-group validated with clinical
iagnosis

The performance of the AD-Biomarker was also quite
igh for the subgroup of healthy non-demented control (with
o cancer, heart disease, arthritis, stroke and no family his-

ory of AD, and a mini-mental score of more than 27) cases
Table 3A). To test the potential predictive capability of
he AD-Biomarker, biomarker measurements were made on
6 clinically confirmed (not autopsy) non-demented control

ts

iomarker diagnosis Clinical diagnosis (MMSEa) Autopsy data

DD AD (15) Otherb

DD AD LBD
DD AD (11) Otherb

DD AD Otherb

DD PD PD

s, 1/5 → 20%.

ease-inclusion dementia (MNDID).
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Fig. 2. AD-Biomarker vs. clinical accuracy of autopsy-confirmed patients:
the patients were categorized into two groups: (i) early (≤4 years of disease
duration) and (ii) late (>4 years of disease duration). Disease duration of the
patients was estimated from the date of biopsy and the day that the first symp-
toms of dementia were observed. In the case of early onset patients (≤4 years
of disease duration), AD-Biomarker outperformed clinical diagnosis. For
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Table 3B
AD-Biomarker performance of clinically confirmed non-demented control
cases with family history of AD

ID# Age (years) AD-Index AD-Biomarker diagnosis

73 84 −0.01 Non-AD
102 60 −0.11 Non-AD
133 44 −0.05 Non-AD
137 57 0.12 AD
169 60 −0.01 Non-AD
170 61 0.02 AD
173 62 0.03 AD
178 60 0.11 AD
216 70 −0.06 Non-AD
306 80 0.15 AD
329 77 0.06 AD
377 76 −0.05 Non-AD
487 83 0.07 AD
515 82 −0.01 Non-AD
5
5

D

(
d
w
d

3
(

B
(
a
c
(

he category >4 years of disease duration, clinical diagnostic performance
as improved, but remained somewhat lower than that of AD-Biomarker
erformances. The number of patients is indicated in the bar for each group.

ases with a family history of AD (Table 3B). Almost half of
he tests were positive for the diagnosis of AD. In contrast,
nly 14% of non-demented control cases (without autopsy
nd without family history of AD, and no record of cancer,
eart disease and arthritis), showed a positive AD diagnosis.

.3. Early vs. late onset of dementia

The AD-Biomarker accurately distinguished AD from
on-AD dementia for cases diagnosed (and skin samples
aken) within the first 4 years of symptom onset (Fig. 2).
linical diagnoses, however, when validated by subsequent

utopsy diagnosis were not accurate within the first 4 years of
he onset of symptoms of dementia (Fig. 2). When subjected
o autopsy validation, both the AD-Biomarker and clinical
iagnosis did show high accuracy for patients that were seen

able 3A
linically validated AD-Biomarker diagnosis of age-matched healthy con-

rol patients (without family history of AD, cancer, heart disease, stroke, and
rthritis)

D# Age/sex AD-Index AD-Biomarker Clinical (MMSE)a

87 79M −0.02 Non-AD Non-AD (28)
33 44F −0.05 Non-AD Non-AD (30)
74 60F −0.04 Non AD Non AD (30)
96 76F −0.05 Non-AD Non-AD (29)
97 83M 0.04 AD Non-AD (29)
57 74F −0.01 Non-AD Non-AD (30)
66 72F −0.18 Non-AD Non-AD (30)
87 88M −0.07 Non-AD Non-AD (28)
11 80F 0.03 AD Non-AD (28)
64 77F −0.03 Non-AD Non-AD (30)
76 83F −0.03 Non-AD Non-AD (28)
78 87M −0.26 Non-AD Non-AD (27)
79 68F 0.0 Non-AD Non-AD (28)
56 81F 0.0 Non-AD Non-AD (30)
a MMSE: mini-mental score.

(
f
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e
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e
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56 81 0 Non-AD
90 85 0.03 AD

iagnosed as non-AD by AD-Biomarker (%) = 8/16 = 50%.

and samples taken) after the first 4 years of the onset of
ementia symptoms. Clinical diagnosis of mixed AD patients
as not always correct particularly for patients with disease
uration of ≤4 years.

.4. AD-Biomarker identifies AD in mixed dementia
co-morbidity) cases

Fig. 3 presents the performance of the present AD-
iomarker when AD was mixed with other dementia

co-morbidity) in comparison to clinical diagnosis for
utopsy-confirmed cases. We had categorized all autopsy-
onfirmed patients into three groups, namely: (A) pure AD,
B) AD mixed with other dementia (co-morbidity), and

C) non-ADD. The accuracy of the AD-Biomarker was
urther confirmed by cases of co-morbidity when autopsy
alidation was available. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the AD-
iomarker accurately diagnosed the presence of AD in all 12

ig. 3. AD-Biomarker identifies AD in mixed dementia (co-morbidity)
ases: comparison of diagnostic performance of AD-Biomarker with clin-
cal diagnosis for demented patients: autopsy-confirmed patients were
ategorized into three groups: (i) AD (Alzheimer’s disease), (ii) mixed
AD diagnosis with other non-AD dementias, such as Parkinson’s dis-
ase/dementia with Lewy bodies, vascular dementia etc.) and (iii) non-ADD
non-Alzheimer’s dementia, such as dementia due to Parkinson’s dis-
ase/dementia with Lewy bodies, vascular dementia, etc.). N = number of
atients depicted in each column for each individual category.
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Fig. 4. Soluble A� induces AD-Biomarker on human fibroblasts: AD-
Biomarker for each 6 normal control skin fibroblast cell lines (Coriell Cell
Repository) was determined and the average AD-Biomarker was found to
be negative. After over night treatment with 1.0 �M A�1–42 of the same
control skin fibroblast cell lines, the AD-Biomarker was measured for each
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ell line. The data show that A�1–42 application converts the normal (neg-
tive) AD-Biomarker values to the abnormal (positive) values seen for AD
atients.

ases when other causes of dementia (e.g., Parkinson’s dis-
ase/dementia with Lewy bodies, etc.) co-existed with AD.
he AD-Biomarker accurately identified 5/5 cases that were
pure” non-ADD without AD pathology (Table 2C). It should
lso be noted that clinical diagnosis, when validated by neu-
opathological diagnosis, did not accurately identify AD in
hese mixed cases and did not accurately distinguish AD from
ases of non-AD dementia (Fig. 3).

.5. Soluble Aβ induces Alzheimer’s phenotype of
uman fibroblasts

Accumulating evidence suggests that soluble A�1–42
an induce some of the neuropathology both with in vitro
brain slice) and in vivo administration. The AD-Biomarker
as first measured for fibroblasts from age-matched con-

rol patients (Coriell cell repository) and was found to
ave the expected negative (normal) values of the AD-
iomarker (Fig. 4). After soluble A�1–42 treatment (1 �M,
6 h), the fibroblasts were then found to have the AD-specific
ositive AD-Biomarker (Fig. 4). The first term of the AD-
ndex from Eq. (A) [p-Erk1/p-Erk2]BK+

became greater
han [p-Erk1/p-Erk2]BK−

after A�1–42 treatment for control
broblasts. As a result the AD-Index values became positive
fter A�1–42 treatment.

. Discussion

.1. Overall accuracy of AD-Biomarker and clinical
iagnoses validated with autopsy data
The overall accuracy of the AD-Biomarker on autopsy-
alidated patients was quite high compared to clinical
iagnosis (Table 2), particularly at the early stages of AD
≤4 years from symptom onset). All control patients were

5
3
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ot autopsy-confirmed. It is well established that in a general
opulation, ∼10% of people of age 75 years or older have AD
nd one out of three individual over the age of 85 years and
ore have AD. Among the control cases some of these may

ave already experienced the onset of AD to which the present
D-Biomarker may be responsive. It has also been previously

stablished that the non-demented control cases with a family
istory of AD have an increased possibility to develop AD at
lder age (Desai and Grossberg, 1999; Pope et al., 2003).

The results of autopsy validation demonstrate the consid-
rable inaccuracy of clinical diagnosis, particularly within
he first 4 years of symptoms onset (Fig. 2). The overall accu-
acy of clinical diagnosis during this early period is slightly
reater than 50%. This inaccuracy is particularly marked for
on-AD dementia and cases of mixed dementia. In the lat-
er group, the presence of other dementias such as those of
arkinson’s disease/dementia with Lewy bodies or multiple
trokes apparently masks the co-existing presence of AD.
ecause therapeutic decisions are likely to be most effective

oon after symptoms of dementia begin, another diagnostic
ool such as the AD-Biomarker is particularly needed.

The AD-Biomarker involves a ratio of Erk1 and Erk2
hosphorylation in response to the natural PKC agonist,
radykinin. Bradykinin, a nano-peptide, is a potent inflamma-
ory mediator, produced by brain and peripheral cells under
athophysiological conditions such as, trauma, stroke, pain
schemia and asthma. It acts on the B2 bradykinin receptor
BK2bR), a G-protein coupled receptor. Bradykinin activates
he PLC/phospholipids-Ca2+/PKC cascade, which interacts
ith the Ras/Raf/MEK/MAPK signaling pathway that acti-
ates Erk1/2 (Yang et al., 2005). The autopsy validation of
he AD-Biomarker appears quite promising in that it showed
igh accuracy for exactly all of the diagnostic challenges not
et by clinical diagnosis. The AD-Biomarker correctly iden-

ified all of the non-AD dementia cases as well as all of the
ixed AD dementia cases (Tables 2B and 2C). Overall accu-

acy of the AD-Biomarker was high even during the first 4
ears within symptom onset (Fig. 2).

Most previously published studies show higher clinical
ccuracy because either (i) there was no autopsy validation,
r (ii) if autopsy validation was included, a preponderance of
ases of long-standing duration were studied. One particular
revious study (Hogervorst et al., 2003), however, included
utopsy validation as well as clinical diagnoses made at two
uccessive times, one early in disease progression, a sec-
nd much later. In this study, the overall clinical accuracy
eported for the first clinical diagnosis (based on subsequent
utopsy validation) was approximately 60%, quite close to
ur observations as discussed above.

.2. Sensitivity and specificity of diagnosis based on
utopsy validation
Among 42 autopsy-validated patients, 37 were AD and
were non-ADD. The AD-Biomarker successfully detected
6 AD diagnoses out of 37 autopsy-confirmed AD patients
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Table 4A
Decision matrix test results for autopsy-confirmed cases (number of
patients = 42)

Present Absent Total

AD-Biomarker diagnosisa

Positive a (true positive), 36 c (false positive), 0 a + c, 36
Negative b (false negative), 1 d (true negative), 5 b + d, 6

Total a + b, 37 c + d, 5 42

Clinical diagnosis (same patients)b

Positive a (true positive), 29 c (false positive), 4 a + c, 33
Negative b (false negative), 8 d (true negative), 1 b + d, 9

Total a + b, 37 c + d, 5 42
a Sensitivity = (a/a + b) × 100 = 97%, specificity = (d/c + d) × 100 = 100

%, positive predictive value = (a/a + c) × 100 = 100%, and negative
predictive value = (d/b + d) × 100 = 83%.
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Fig. 5. Correlation of disease duration with AD-Biomarker: (A) Correla-
tion of AD-Biomarker with disease duration for autopsy-confirmed patients
(coefficient of correlation = 0.76, P = 0.003, N = 13). (B) Correlation of AD-
Biomarker with disease duration for clinically confirmed patients (coefficient
of correlation = 0.40, P = 0.0015, N = 55). Disease duration of the patients
was estimated from the date of biopsy and the day that the first symptoms
of dementia were observed. The criteria for selection of data from scanned
g
o
p

b Sensitivity = (a/a + b) × 100 = 78%, specificity = (d/c + d) × 100 = 20%,
ositive predictive value = (a/a + c) × 100 = 88%, and negative predictive
alue = (d/b + d) × 100 = 11%.

nd all 5 non-ADD. Decision matrix analysis showed that the
ensitivity was quite high (97%) with a very high specificity
100%) for the AD-Biomarker, whereas clinical diagno-
is showed moderate sensitivity and very low specificity
Table 4A). The positive and negative predictive values were
lways higher for biomarker diagnosis compared to clinical
iagnosis (Table 4A). The results of decision matrix analysis
f all 64 autopsy validated clinically confirmed patients also
howed a similar trend (Table 4B).

.3. Correlation of AD-Biomarker with symptoms
uration

This accuracy of the AD-Biomarker to make the correct
iagnosis early in the cause of the disease received further
upport from the significant correlation obtained between
isease duration and the magnitude of the AD-Biomarker
alues as illustrated in Fig. 5A and B. This observed inverse
orrelation suggests that the AD-Biomarker may very well be
bnormal before the onset of symptoms. No correlation was
ound between age and AD-Index. The correlation between

D-Index and cell passages was not studied here. A negative

orrelation for all cases showed that at an early stage the AD-
iomarker value was higher and more efficient in detecting

he disease.

able 4B
ecision matrix test results for all autopsy-confirmed cases (number of
atients = 64, 42 autopsy-confirmed patients are included from Table 3A)

Present Absent Total

linical diagnosis
Positive a (true positive), 47 c (false positive), 4 a + c, 51
Negative b (false negative), 11 d (true negative), 2 b + d, 13

otal a + b, 58 c + d, 6 64

ensitivity = (a/a + b) × 100 = 81%, specificity = (d/c + d) × 100 = 33%, pos-
tive predictive value = (a/a + c) × 100 = 92%, and negative predictive
alue = (d/b + d) × 100 = 15%.
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els for this study were: (i) signals that were at least 15% higher than that
f background and (ii) gels with P-Erk1 > 5% of total P-Erk. N = number of
atients for each category.

.4. Possible underlying mechanisms for a propensity of
elective Erk1 activation

AD might particularly involve early inflammation sig-
aling triggered by natural mediators such as bradykinin,
NF-�, and cytokines such as interleukins, etc., that activate
KC-mediated phosphorylation of Erk1 and Erk2. Positive
D-Biomarker value for diagnosis of AD corresponds to
igher intensity of P-Erk1 after BK treatment (Eq. (A)) with
espect to placebo (without BK). The relative higher activa-
ion of Erk1 compared to Erk2 was found to be AD-specific
rom our study. From a time dependent study of activation of

rk1 and Erk2 by bradykinin in skin fibroblasts, we found

hat the peak time of activation was 10 min (Zhao et al.,
002). Subsequently, during dephosphorylation, impairment
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f phosphatase 2A (PP2A) can contribute to prolongation of
rk1 and Erk2 phosphorylation in AD fibroblasts. It is pos-
ible, therefore, that dephosphorylation process of Erk1 was
lower for AD cells (Zhao et al., 2003). A similar study by
eeranna et al. (2004) found a relative increase of intensities
f phosphorylated Erk1 bands for AD brains as compared to
he same phosphorylated Erk2 in comparison to age match
ontrol brains.

.5. Pathophyiological relevance of the AD-Biomarker

Accumulation of A� is believed to be one of the first events
o occur in AD pathology. It has been reported that the pri-

ary human skin fibroblasts cells of symptomatic as well as
resymptomatic patients carrying the Swedish familial AD
utation produced excess A� protein (Citron et al., 1994;

ohnston et al., 1994). A�1–42 is more prone to aggregate in
itro than A�1–40 and its neurotoxicity is considered to be the
ain cause of neuronal damage. Prefibrillar aggregates, but

ot mature fibrils form of A�, can impair cell viability when
dded to cell culture media (Cecchi et al., 2005). 1.0 �M does
ot represent physiological levels. In a recent report (Cecchi
t al., 2007), 1.0 �M prefibrillary A�1–42 was used to study
he susceptibility to amyloid toxicity in familial AD fibrob-
asts. The authors also conducted cytotoxicity with different
oncentration of A�1–42 (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 and 10 �M)
nd found that cell cytotoxicity was higher at 1.0 and 10 �M
�1–42.
To assess the physiologic relevance of the AD-Biomarker

iagnosis, we examined the A�1–42 induction of AD pheno-
ype. Among the amyloid peptides, A�1–42 has been found to
e more neurotoxic. Furthermore, the Erk1/2 signaling cas-
ade was found to be affected by amyloid peptide incubation
Mok et al., 2006). With A�1–42 application, the present AD-
iomarker successfully demonstrates AD-Index values that
ere positive for the presence of AD (Fig. 4). To the best of
ur knowledge, the elevation of A� in fibroblasts from spo-
adic AD patients has not been tested. However, it has been
ocumented that addition of A� to human skin fibroblasts
both sporadic and familial AD) differentially degraded PKC
sozyme (particularly PKC �), compare to skin fibroblasts
rom age-matched control cases (Favit et al., 1998). Another
tudy showed that addition of A� to cultured cortical astro-
ytes from rat brain promoted the phosphorylation of Erk1
nd Erk2, particularly Erk1 (Abe et al., 2003). Moreover,
he present study is based on abnormal phosphorylation of
rk1 and Erk2 through PKC activation by bradykinin stimu-

ation.

.6. Goals for an Alzheimer’s disease biomarker

The search for a biological marker that can predict or

onfirm AD is an important area of research. An ideal ante-
ortem AD-Biomarker should satisfy the following criteria:

o discriminate from other dementias, such as Parkinson’s
isease, and dementia with Lewy bodies disease, etc., to

b
l
h
H
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etect early stages and the progression of AD, and to monitor
herapeutic efficacy.

Among biomarker technologies that are currently under
evelopment there are in vivo brain imaging, including imag-
ng of amyloid plaques using the PET-Pittsburgh compound
Klunk et al., 2004), molecular measures in cerebrospinal
uid (CSF) (Hansson et al., 2006), and a variety of biochem-

cal measures in peripheral tissues (Mayeux et al., 2003; van
ijen et al., 2006). Of these, none except that reported here
as had autopsy-validated efficacy for the early identification
f AD, i.e., soon after the onset of dementia. Direct measures
f amyloid plaques, tau protein, A�1–40 and/or A�1–42 in
he CSF in more advanced cases may not be useful at ear-
ier times when the initial AD-specific abnormalities may be

ore closely related to levels of soluble A�1–42 within the
ntracellular and extracellular compartments and its effects
n synaptic function. While a number of CSF measures are
eing investigated that are of potential value (e.g., phos-
horylated tau, soluble A�1–42, amyloid-�-derived diffusible
igands, monoamine metabolites, somatostatin, cytokines,
ipid metabolites and indicators of oxidative stress), they may
ot lend themselves to diagnostic screening of large num-
ers of patients given the invasiveness of the required lumbar
uncture procedure, which is a significantly more invasive
rocedure than the punch biopsy or taking a blood sample.
urthermore, some of the results reported have not shown
onsistency between laboratories (Irizarry, 2004; Bateman
t al., 2007). The lumber puncture procedure is undoubt-
dly invasive, but is in fact, a standard feature of dementia
nvestigation in many European countries. Nevertheless, a
eripheral biomarker would be more convenient for clinicians
nd for the patients.

Among the autopsy-confirmed cases, the Erk1/2 AD-
iomarker diagnosis showed remarkably high sensitivity

97%) and specificity (100%) compared to clinical diagnosis
sensitivity: 78% and specificity: 20%). The performance of
he peripheral biomarker was also comparable with or higher
han the accuracy of CSF biomarker combined with PiB-PET
maging (95% sensitivity and 83% specificity) diagnosis of
D (Hansson et al., 2006).
The rationale for the AD-Biomarker describe here is

ased on the potential systemic impact of AD in addition
o AD pathology in the human brain. As previously reviewed
Gasparini et al., 1998), peripheral tissues may reflect some
f the systemic abnormalities of AD without causing symp-
omatic effects.

For useful screening of an elderly population, the
iomarker should be non-invasive as possible and relatively
ess expensive. CSF biomarker sample collection is inva-
ive and expensive compared to any peripheral biomarker.
onetheless, CSF cannot be routinely collected in evaluation
f AD, and lumber puncture is not a wide spread procedure to

e followed by primary care. Generally, correctly performed
umber puncture is safe, with the only known side effect of
eadache due to low pressure generated during the procedure.
owever, one study found development of neurological prob-
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ems after lumber puncture (Hart et al., 1988). In contrast,
kin biopsy is a relatively easy procedure and less painful
local anesthesia usually makes this a painless procedure;
Zuber, 2002)), and is frequently used diagnostic tests for
kin disorders. The skin biopsy technique involves the use
f an inexpensive commercially available circular blade that
otates through epidermis and yields a ∼3 mm wound and
hat can be taken care by a single suture. For AD-Biomarker
tudies, the superiority of skin fibroblasts over blood samples
as been discussed in a gene expression study (Nagasaka et
l., 2005). This study found that blood cells were more sus-
eptible to variation introduced by external stimuli such as
ever, infections, and drug effects.

Among peripheral tissues, skin fibroblasts have been
uccessfully used to elucidate the biochemical processes
hat underlie many inborn errors and metabolic processes
hat cause neurological diseases, such as Refsum’s disease
Steinberg, 1983) and Lesch–Nyhan disease (Stanbury et
l., 1983). Development of another biomarker using opti-
al measures of AD-specific A� deposition in the human
ens is also being pursued (Goldstein et al., 2003). How-
ver, measurable A� deposition in the lens may only occur
t advanced stages of the disease, when significant depo-
ition of plaques and tangles have occurred in the brain.
t seems more likely, therefore, that early detection of
D may require biomarkers directly involved in the early
olecular signaling deficits of AD such as those respon-

ible for initial increases of soluble A�1–40 and A�1–42.
hese might result, for example, from decreased PKC- and
rk1/2-mediated �-secretase activation. Such a deficit could
xplain reduced levels of soluble A�1–40 and A�1–42 as well
s the autopsy validated, AD-specific differences described
bove.
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